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l-35. 
Order-sorted specifications (i.e. many-sorted specifications with subsort relations) have been proved 
to be a useful tool for the description of partially defined functions and error handling in abstract 
data types. 
Several definitions for order-sorted algebras have been proposed. In some papers an operator 
symbol, which may be multiply declared, is interpreted by a family of functions (“over- 
loaded” algebras). In other papers it is always interpreted by a single function (“non- 
overloaded” algebras). On the one hand, we try to demonstrate the differences between these 
two approaches with respect to equality, rewriting and completion; on the other hand, we prove 
that in fact both theories can be studied in parallel provided that certain notions are suitably 
defined. 
The overloaded approach differs from the many-sorted and the nonoverloaded one in that the 
overloaded term algebra is not necessarily initial. We give a decidable sufficient criterion for the 
initiality of the term algebra, which is less restrictive than GJM-regularity as proposed by Goguen, 
Jouannaud and Meseguer. 
Sort-decreasingness is an important property of rewrite systems since it ensures that 
confluence and Church-Rosser property are equivalent, that the overloaded and nonover- 
loaded rewrite relations agree, and that variable overlaps do not yield critical pairs. We prove 
that it is decidable whether or not a rewrite rule is sort-decreasing, even if the signature is not 
regular. 
Finally, we demonstrate that every overloaded completion procedure may also be used in the 
nonoverloaded world, but not conversely, and that specifications exist that can only be completed 
using the nonoverloaded semantics. 
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In mathematics and computer science, conventionally, every object occurring in 
some formula has a certain type. A variable n generally represents a natural number, 
6 ranges over real numbers and the exponential function maps real numbers to real 
numbers. Often, these domains are related by inclusions, for example, the set of 
naturals is a subset of the reals, so that in the term exp(n) the variable n may occur at 
a position where a real number is expected. Besides, operators are overloaded, so that 
the symbol + is used for the addition of naturals as well as for the addition of real and 
complex numbers and even vectors. On the one hand, overloading simplifies the 
notation; on the other hand, it is useful to express the similarity of these different 
operations (e.g. they all are associative and commutative). 
The use of types, subsorts, and overloading for logic, specification and program- 
ming was already proposed by Oberschelp [33]; later it became well-known especially 
through Goguen et al. [ 16,18,19,20]. Order-sorted specifications simplify the pre- 
sentation of partially defined functions and allow a more elegant formulation of error 
recovery and error propagation in algebraic specifications [14,15,39]. Using a logic 
with subsorts, the efficiency of an automatic theorem prover can be increased 
[3,35,43]. The typing mechanisms of several programming languages are based on 
order-sorted signatures; apart from the OBJ family [9,21,27] we should mention 
Smolka’s language TEL [38], where a combination of subsorts and polymorphism is 
used. A three-level system of values, types and partially ordered sorts was introduced 
by Nipkow and Snelting [32]. 
Several definitions for order-sorted algebras have been proposed. In some of the 
above-mentioned papers an operator symbol, which may be multiply declared, is 
interpreted by a family of functions: in other papers it is always interpreted by a single 
function (or by a family of functions that may be considered as restrictions of a single 
function). Usually, the first approach is called “overloaded”; the second one “nonover- 
loaded” (although it could be argued that in “nonoverloaded” algebras overloading is 
restricted but still possible). 
In general, overloaded and nonoverloaded algebras do not induce the same notion 
of equality on the set of terms; and the corresponding definitions and theorems for the 
overloaded and the nonoverloaded case often differ in unobtrusive details since 
frequently the additional possibilities of overloaded algebras have to be paid for with 
restrictions. 
In this paper we investigate equality, rewriting, and completion in order-sorted 
signatures, following Gnaedig et al. [13]. In contrast to Poignt’s and Stell’s more 
categorial approaches [34,40] we lay stress on the pragmatical comparison of over- 
loaded and nonoverloaded semantics: on the one hand, we try to demonstrate the 
differences and pitfalls; on the other hand, we prove that both theories can be studied 
in parallel provided that certain notions are suitably defined. 
2. Foundations 
2.1. Basic notutions 
We use the standard symbols E, n, u, \ and x for the membership relation and the 
set theoretic operations intersection, union, set difference and Cartesian product. The 
subset relation is denoted by S. The symbol 8 represents the empty set, the set of 
natural numbers (including 0) is abbreviated by N. The expression A” denotes the set 
of all tuples or strings over A with length n, the letter 
A”. 
A functionfwith domain A and range B is written asf: A +B; for some A’G A the 
setf(A’):= {f(x) / XEA’) is the image of A’ underfandfl,. is the restriction offto A’. 
The symbol id, means the identity function from A to A. Given two functionsf: A+B 
and g: B+C’, the composition (g f‘): A-C offand g is the function that maps every 
XEA to g(f(x))EC; this is denoted by .YH~(~(x)). 
A binary relation < over A that is reflexive and transitive is a quasi-ordering; if it is 
also antisymmetric, it is called a partial ordering. An antireflexive, transitive and 
antisymmetric relation is called a strict ordering. Let (A, 6) be a partially ordered set. 
An element UE A is maximal if u < h implies a = b for every be A. We say that a is the 
greatest element of A if b < a holds for every bc A. Analogously, we define “minimal” 
and “least” elements. A strict ordering < over A is said to be noetherian if there is no 
infinite sequence (a,,, a,, . . .) such that a,, 1 < Cli for all id N. 
Given two binary relations +1 LA x B and + 2 LB x C, we define their composi- 
tion (+I J -+2)sA x C by _Y(-+~ +2)z o 3y~B: .~+~y, J+~z. Let + be a binary 
relation over A. The inverse relation of + is abbreviated by + and the symmetric 
closure by -. The symbol + + represents the transitive closure. +* is the reflexive 
and transitive closure and tf* is the equivalence closure of +. 
2.2. Signaturrs and algthm 
Definition 2.1. An order-sorted signature is a triple (S, <. C), where S is a set of sorts, 
d a partial ordering over S, and Z a family (CM,.,/ VVES*, s+zS) of (not necessarily 
disjoint) sets of operator symbols. 
The equivalence closure (< u >)* of the relation < is denoted by Z. The equiva- 
lence classes of S modulo s are called connected components of S. The ordering < is 
extended componentwise to strings s, .s,,ES*; so, we have sl.. .s, < s’, . .A(, if and only 
if si<.$ for I <i<n. 
In order to make the notation simpler and more intuitive, we shall often write 
,f: N+S instead offix ,,,, s and,f: + s instead of,fiC,,., We also use C as an abbreviation 
for both (S, ,<, C) and U,V.5Z,(., , 
Definition 2.2. The set T,,, of ground terms over Z with sort s is the least set with the 
following properties: 
(i) .fETr,, if f: + so 
(ii) .f.(tl,...,t,)~T 
and sO <.s. 
5. z if f:~~...s,,-+.s~ such that sods and tigTz.,, for every 
iF{l,..., n}. 
Tz:= USES T,,, denotes the set of all ground terms over Z. 
Sometimes we need a more general notion of terms, which does not have the sort 
constraints of the previous definition. 
Definition 2.3. The set ET, of extended ground terms over C is the least set with the 
following properties: 
(i) _~EET~ if,f: +so. 
(ii) f‘(tl,..., ~,)EET~ iff‘:sl...s,+sO and ticET2 for I di<n. 
The set Tr is a subset of ETL. If an extended term tEET, is an element of Tz, we say 
that t is a well-formed term; otherwise, t is called ill-formed. As shown by Comon 
[4, 51 an order-sorted signature can be considered as a finite bottom-up tree automa- 
ton. Then ET2 is the set of all trees over the alphabet of the automaton, T1,, is the 
subset of ETL that is recognized by the automaton in the final state s. 
As usual, positions (also known as occurrences) of a term are denoted by strings of 
natural numbers. The set of all positions of an extended term teET, is Pas(t); the 
subterm of t at the position p~Pos(t) is written t/p. Given a position pePos(t), the 
result of the replacement of the subterm at p in t by t’ is written as t[p+t’]. Note that 
t[p+t’] may be ill-formed even if t and t’ are well-formed terms. 
Definition 2.4. The spectrum spctr(t) of a term tsTr is the set of all sorts SES such that 
FETE.,. The set of all spectra of terms in T, is denoted by spctr,. 
The spectrum of a term can be computed using the following recursion formulae: 
spctr(,f)= j.~ESIJ‘: +B S<.si 
spctr(f’(tI,..., t,,))= (SEslf: St . ..S.+.F, S<S, V’idW SiGSpCtr(ti)$ 
The following lemma is due to Schmidt-Schaul3 [36]. 
Lemma 2.5. If‘ the siynature (S, 6, ,?I) is _finire, then spctrr is jnite and effectively 
computable. Besides, there exists a jinite and computable set Q G TI such that for every 
spectrum MEspctr; there is a term ~EQ satizfyiny M = spctr(t). 
Definition 2.6. Let (S, 6, C) be an order-sorted signature. An overloaded (S, <, C)- 
algebra A (C4Y ‘-algebra) consists of a family (A,1 s~Sj of sets and a function 
A;,” : A,,+ A, for every .fEZ,., s such that the following conditions are fulfilled: 
(i) A,GA,, if ~6s’. 
(ii) A;,” equals A?” ” on A,, if s <s’, IV < W’ and ,fEC,,. .I n I,,,!, sI. 
We use hI ..\” as an abbreviation for A,, x ..’ x As,l, A, is some one-point set. (The 
functions A7” may be regarded as constants.) 
Definition 2.7. Let (S, <, Z) be an order-sorted signature. A nonoverloaded (S, <, C)- 
algebra A (C-. k ‘f d ‘-algebra) consists of a family (A, ( SES} of sets and a function 
A,-: D$-+CA for every,feI such that the following conditions are fulfilled: 
(i) A,cA,, if s<s’. 
(ii) Df is a subset of (C,)*, where C, := USES A,. 
(iii) IffEZ,,,, then A,, L D$ and AJ(A,) G A,. 
A,sI,,,,s, and A, are defined as in the overloaded case. 
Obviously, we can make T, (which we abbreviate as T) a 2I-Lfl$^-algebra by defining 
7;:= TX,, and ~~~“(tI ,..., t,):=,f(tI ,..., t,) forj’: W+S, W=S~ ...s., and tilt,,. Analog- 
ously, we can make T, a C-. I ‘I’,? ‘-algebra by defining T, := T,.,; in this case, for an 
operator symbol.fcZ we define DT:= uf:,_,Tw, and T,(t,,..., t,):=f(tl,..., t,) for 
(tl ,..., t&D;. 
Definition 2.8. Let A and B be two (S, 6, C)-C’3 ‘-algebras. An (S, 6, C)-BV-homo- 
morphism h : A+B is an S-sorted family of functions {h,: A,-+& 1 SES~ such that 
(i) h, equals h,, on A, if s <s’. 
(ii) h,(A/“.“(a,, . . . . q,))=Bi.“(h,, (ccl) ,..., k,“(u,)) for all ,&C,,,, w = s1 . ..s., and 
(2 I,..., M,)EA,,. 
An P%‘-homomorphism h: A+B is called an 6% ‘-isomorphism if an &%“-homo- 
morphism k' : B+ A exists satisfying 12’ 2k = id, and k 0 k’= ids. Here the composition 
operator 0 is meant componentwise. 
Definition 2.9. Let A and B be two (S, d, C)-. 1 ‘C’%~‘-algebras. An (S, d, Z)-_ I ‘L”$ _- 
homomorphism /I: A-+B is a function k: C,,,+CB such that 
(i) k(A,)cB, for each SES. 
(ii) h(D$)cDT and k(A,(cc,,...,cc,))=B,(k(r,),..., k(a,)) for all feC and 
(Ye,..., SI,)ED$ 
An . 1 ‘f f .-homomorphism k : A-B is called an y 1 ‘L’, % ‘-isomorphism if an _ S’C$“- 
homomorphism k’ : B+ A exists satisfying h’ 0 h = id,, and k - k’ = ids. 
For every fixed signature (S, <,,?I) the Z-P%‘-algebras and C-&^I“-homomorphisms 
make up the category OSA:’ , and the Z-. I ‘CC’%‘-algebras nd G-~jl/“C%~-homomor- 
phisms make up the category OSA; Of . 
Using overloaded homomorphisms as described above it can be happen that an 
equation is satisfied by some algebra A and is not satisfied by some other algebra A’ 
isomorphic to A [20, 311. The subsequent condition excludes such a situation. (For 
the same reason later we will have to restrict ourselves to equations t z t’, where t and 
t’ are members of the same connected component of the sort set S.) 
Definition 2.10. A signature (S, 6, Z) is called coherent if, whenever two sorts s, s’ are 
contained in the same connected component of S, then there is a sort so such that s d so 
and s’ d s”. 
The claim for coherence constitutes a considerable restriction of the notion of 
homomorphisms. If (S, 6, C) is coherent, every 6 %~‘-homomorphism can be described 
as an (S/z )-sorted family of functions; if S consists of only one connected component, 
it can even be regarded as a single function. 
Nonoverloaded algebras and homomorphisms do not cause such problems; thus, 
coherence is unnecessary here. 
Definition 2.11. A C-I”% --algebra A is called initial in the set of all overloaded 
C-algebras if for every Z-P% ‘-algebra B there is exactly one I”% ‘-homomorphism 
k : A+B (analogously, for .t ‘P-I ‘-algebras). 
Definition 2.12. Let (S, <, C) be a signature and A be a C-W--algebra. An element 
Z(EA is called an CC’% ‘-interpretation of tET, if 
(i) r=f(r ,,..., t,) for some ~130, 
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(ii) f:sl,..s,+s, 
(iii) tiET~,,, for all in{ l,..., n>, 
(iv) c+A,, is an interpretation of ti for all iEj1, . . . , n}, 
(v) a=A~“‘““‘“(al,...,~,). 
Obviously, every term teT, has at least one interpretation in every C-&Y-algebra. 
However, it can happen that a term has more than one interpretation in certain 
algebras. 
Definition 2.13. A signature (S, d, C) is called P?“-consistent if every term JET, has 
exactly one interpretation in every C-CYL-algebra. 
If condition (v) in Definition 2.12 is replaced by x = As(cc,, . . . , cc,), we can similarly 
define the ,$“@V-interpretation of a term. However, as the .VCrY-interpretation is 
always uniquely determined, every signature is trivially .+‘“PI“-consistent. Therefore 
“consistent” will subsequently always mean “P”^l’-consistent” unless explicitly said 
otherwise. 
Theorem 2.14. Given a signature (S, <, C), thefollowing three properties are equivalent: 
(i) (S, 6, C) is consistent. 
(ii) ForeveryneN andevery t=f(t,,...,tn)ETPtheset L(t):=(ws~S~Iw=s~...s,, 
f: w+s, tieTZ,s, J \ has exactly one equivalence class modulo the relation zLCr,, where 
rLCrj denotes the equivalence closure of < n(L(t) x L(t)). 
(iii) For every ng N, every operatorfEZ, andfor all spectra MI,. . , M,Espctrr the set 
L:= {ws&Sf 1 W’S1 . ..s.,f:w -+s, s,~Mi} is empty or has exactly one equivalence class 
modulo the relation Ed. 
Proof. We show at first that (i) implies (ii). For t =f(tl ,... , t,,)ETz and wsEL(t) let 
[ws],:= {R%L(t) I!%? ZLC1) ws} be the equivalence class of ws modulo gLCtj. Now we 
simultaneously define a C-C”V-algebra I and a function term: I-T1 such that 
term(l,)GT,,, for all SES. 
l (f; [.YJ,)EI, iff: +S and Sds. 
rerm((1; Cglf>):=fi 
l (f; [sl . ..s.S],~,~ . . . . . . ,,))(a1 ,..., CX,)EI, if ,f:sr...s,+$ S<s, and if UiElsi and 
ti = term(Ei) hold for every iE{ 1,. . . , n}. 
term((f; Cs~...~,~lf~r,,...,r,))(~~,..., r,)):=f(term(a,), ., term(a,)). 
l Nothing is in I unless it so follows from the preceding rules. 
Forf: s1 . .s, +s with n>O let ly...sn.s be defined by 
I”‘...“-,” 11 f s, x . . x 1 ,,+I,, 
(~,,...,a,)~(f, [sl . ..s.s]~,~~,..,,,,,>(c(~,...,cI,), where ti:= term(ui). 
It is easily proved that I is a 24 Y ‘-algebra and that term(~)= t holds if ZEI, is an 
interpretation of ~ET~,,. 
Suppose that (S, 6, Z) is consistent andf’(t, , , ~,,)ET; for some II 30. Assume that 
u’s and w’s’ are contained in L(t). For ic ( 1,. ,/I) let ri be the uniquely determined 
interpretation of fi. As frV~~I(ri) =ti holds. we know that IT.“(a,, .., x,)= 
C./Y C~+l~lf,rl . . r,,)(~l~.... ~1 and $.s’(~Ir..., ~J=(.fi CM~‘.&~ ,._.. ,,,, )~,...,cG,); 
since both values are interpretations of r, we have \t’.s r ,,(r,~~‘~‘. 
We now p&e the (ii)*(i) part by induction on the term structure. Let A be a ,Y- 
C Y ‘-algebra and let f =.f’(tI, . . ~,,)ET~, where II 3 0. By the induction hypothesis ti has 
a uniquely determined interpretation cli in A for all iE (1, . . . . II). Suppose that 
c(= A”j,“(x,,..., cc,) and x’=AT’.“‘(z , , . . , 2,) are interpretations of t. Since M?S, w’s’~L(t) 
and since L(t) has exactly one equivalence class modulo the relation z-(t). there is 
a sequence u”sO,. , w*s* of elements of L(r) such that KS= M”s’, h”s’= ~1~s~ and 
wk-lSk-l <,&.k or \vk-lsk-l 3wksk holds for every li~( l,..., m). As (czl ,..., r,) is 
a member of A,+ for each li~(O,...,m), we have A~4~‘.4k~‘(rl,..., x,,)= 
M.k.Sk 
A, (a,,..., r,,); this implies r= A;‘.“(x, ,..., q)= A,F’,“‘(r, ,..., ~,,)=a’. 
Because for every term [LETI there is a spectrum A4iEspctrz (and conversely) such 
that M,=spctr(t,), the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is obvious. 0 
From condition (iii) we can conclude that the consistency of a finite signature is 
decidable. 
Theorem 2.15. For ecrry coherent siynuture C thefi>llowiny properties m-e equiuulent: 
(i) Z is consistent. 
(ii) The overloaded term ulyehru TI is initial in the class oj’all 14 ^I ‘-ulgebrus, andfor 
all terms t such that ~ET~,,~T,,,,. Iye hare s 2 s’. 
Proof. Let C be a consistent signature and A be an arbitrary Z-P% ‘-algebra. The 
function i : Tz+ A maps every term tET, to its interpretation in A. Defining i,:= ii,!,>, 
we can show that i is the unique C-homomorphism from T, to A by induction on the 
term structure; thus, the algebra Tz is initial. 
Next consider the final C-c’ Y ‘-algebra C: For SES we have C,:= [ [s] j, where [s] 
denotes the equivalence class {s’ES 1 s’ z s i of s modulo 2; furthermore, Cl;,” is the 
constant function mapping every tuple (c, , . , cn )EC,. to [s]. It is easy to check that 
[s] is an interpretation of t in C if FETE,, holds. Suppose that ~ET~,,~T,,,, , then [s] 
and [s’] are interpretations of t; by consistency we have [s] = [s’] and, thus, s 2 s’. 
To prove the reverse direction let A be a ,X-If $ ‘-algebra and let t be a term that is 
contained in T,, r n TX, sl. We have s s s’; since C is coherent, there must be some sort s’ 
such that s<s“ and .s’<.s ‘. It follows that h,(t)=h, (t)=h5,(t) for the uniquely deter- 
mined homomorphism I? : T,+A. Hence, h,(t) is independent of s and we can define 
a function h such that h,(t)= h(t) for all sorts sgspctr(r). Now a simple proof by 
induction shows that we have for every term tcT,: If x is an interpretation oft, then 
SI = h(t). Hence, the interpretation of t is uniquely determined. E 
If a term teT, has two sorts s1 and s2, where s1 $s2, the signature C is not 
Cry ‘-consistent, but the term algebra T, may be initial nevertheless. In this case the 
homomorphism h from Tr to some algebra A is uniquely determined, but the image of 
t under h may be not uniquely determined (i.e. we can have h,(t)#h,,(t) for 
s,s’~spctr(t)); hence, we have to exclude such signatures. 
If G is consistent and coherent and if h is a homomorphism from Tz to some 
C-CrY ‘-algebra A, then h,(t) is independent of s (for all sorts sEspctr(t)). In this 
situation we shall often omit the sort s and simply write 11(t). However, this is in 
general not possible for homomorphisms h: A+B, where A#Tz. 
In the nonoverloaded case coherence is not necessary; besides, every signature is 
trivially . 1 ‘Cf’ f ‘-consistent. Thus, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.16. The nonooerloaded term ulgebra T, is the initial C-. +“CrY ‘-algebra; it is 
determined uniquely (up to isomorphism). 
2.3. Vuriuhks 
Definition 2.17. An S-sorted variable set is a family V= { V, 1 SES} of disjoint sets. 
A variable .Y of sort s is written as s: s. We shall use V as an abbreviation for 
us&5 4. 
Let (S, ,<, Z) be an order-sorted signature and V be a variable set disjoint from C. 
By componentwise union of 1 and V we get a new signature (S, 6, Cu V) defined by 
(CuV),,,:= ZE,su V, and (ZuV),_:= C,,., for \t’ #E. Now we can regard the term 
algebra TIul/ as an overloaded or nonoverloaded (S, 6, C)-algebra; this is denoted by 
Tr( V). 
The set of all variables in a term ~ET:( V) is abbreviated by Var(t). 
Definition 2.18. An assignment 1’ from a variable set V into a Z-algebra A is a family of 
functions (1’s : V,- A, 1 SES ). 
Using the overloaded semantics we encounter an additional problem at this point. 
As demonstrated by the following example, adding variables to a signature C may 
destroy the consistency of Z. 
Example 2.19. The following signature is consistent: 
(S. <I= (SJGS?, s,6s, <so, s,<s; <so}, 
c= ((11 A.Sj, .f: s, +sg, f: s; +.Qj,f’: s3+so). 
If we add a variable set V such that (x: S~)E V, however, the term .f(x: s2) may have 
more than one interpretation in a (Cu V)-Cr Y ‘-algebra and TLuV is not initial in the set 
of all (Cu V)-Lf f ‘-algebras. 
Thus, we must explicitly claim that (CuX) is consistent for every variable set X. 
A signature C having this property is called strongly consistent. The following lemma 
shows that the strong consistency of finite signatures is decidable. 
Lemma 2.20. Let Y he u curiahle set containing exuctly one variable y : s of every sort 
SES. Then the signature (CuX) is consistrnt,for every variable set X ifand only if(Cu Y) 
is consistent. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.14 it is sufficient to show that spctrrUx c spctr,,, holds for 
every variable set X. Given a spectrum MEspctr,,,, let t be a term in T,,* so that 
M = spctr(t). We replace every variable in t by a variable from Y with the same sort; 
this yields a term t’ETcUy. Obviously, spctr(t) = spctr(t’); since spctr(t’)EspctrZUy, this 
implies spctr ZUx sspctrZv,. The proof of the reverse direction is trivial. 0 
Coherence and strong consistency imply that the term algebra is free in the set of all 
overloaded Z-algebras; this is proved in exactly the same way as in the unsorted 
case [22]. 
Theorem 2.21. Let Z he a coherent und strongly consistent signature. Then the PC- 
ulgehra TZ( V) is the jiw Z-C f ‘-cllyebra generated bJ> V, i.e. ,fbr eterq‘ C-C’ f “-ulgebra 
A and everql assignment 11 ,fiom V to A there is e.xnc.tl_y one C 7 ‘-homomorphism 
v* : TL( V)+A thut extends 1’. 
In the nonoverloaded case additional prerequisites are unnecessary 
Theorem 2.22. The . 1 ‘C y ‘-cllgehro T,(V) is thefiee Z-. 1 ‘c ‘1 ‘-algebra generated by V, 
i.e.,fcw every C-. 1 ‘6 Y ‘-ulyebru A crnd every ussignment v,from V to A there is exactly one 
, 1 ‘I’V ‘-homomorphism 1!* : T,(V)+ A that extends 1’. 
Definition 2.23. A substitution (T is an assignment from a variable set Y into the term 
algebra T,(X). In general, the uniquely determined extension a*:T,(Y)+T,(X) of 
0 will also be denoted by 0. 
A substitution u : (x1,. . . , x,,) +TJX ) that maps the variables .x1,. . , x, to the terms 
tl ,..., t,, respectively, is written as (T= (xlt-+tl ,...,. x,Ht,). 
Definition 2.24. A substitution c: X+TE( Y) is called a specialization if it is injective 
and if it maps every variable .Y : s from X to a variable (of the same or of a smaller sort). 
2.4. Equutions 
From now on we consider only coherent and strongly consistent signatures in the 
overloaded case. 
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Definition 2.25. A C-equation is a triple (X, t, t’), where X is a variable set and t and t’ 
are terms from T,(X). Besides, in the overloaded case we have to claim that t and t’ 
belong to the same connected component of S. (Note that by coherence this condition 
is satisfied if and only if t and t’ have a common sort SES.) 
We usually write (VX)t z t’ instead of (X, t, t’); if X =Var(t)uVar(t’), we may omit 
the variable set. 
Definition 2.26. A pair (C, E), where Z is a signature and E is a set of C-equations is 
called a specification. 
Definition 2.27. Let (VX)tzt’ be an equation, where t, t’eT,(X),, and let A be 
a C-C’Y ‘-algebra. If ~,*(t)=$(t’) holds for every assignment v:X+A, we say that 
A satisfies the equation (VX)t z t’, which is abbreviated by A I= c I (VX)t z t’. 
Let (VX)t z t’ be an equation and A be a C-,$~‘69’-algebra. If v*(t)= v*(t’) holds for 
every assignment 11: X-+A, we say that A satisfies the equation (VX)t z t’, which is 
abbreviated by A I=, , p y (VX)t 2 t’. 
A C-algebra A satisfies a set E of equations if it satisfies every equation from E; such 
an algebra A is called a (C, E)-algebra. Provided that every (Z, E)-CT‘-algebra 
satisfies the equation (VX)t zr’, we write E + c I (VX )t z t’; analogously, we write 
El= 1cf (VX )t z t’ if every (Z, E)-. 1 ‘C”3“-algebra satisfies the equation (VX) t z t’. 
Whether an equation (VX)t z t’ is satisfied by an algebra or not may depend on the 
variable set X, as demonstrated in [S, 171. Obviously, it is always possible to rename 
the variables in an equation. The following lemma yields a criterion under which 
circumstances it is even possible to add or to delete a variable. 
Lemma 2.28. Let C be a signature and (VX)l zr be a C-equation. If there is a ground 
term FETE.,, or if X contains a variable of a sort s’ 6 s, then for every C-algebra A 
AI=(V(Xujy:s}))lzr o AI=(VX)/zr. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that y#X. Suppose that A does not 
satisfy the equation (VX)lzr. Then there must be an assignment v from X to A such 
that v(l)# v(r). Now we construct an assignment p from (X u { y : s}) to A. For every 
XEX let p(x):= t)(x). If there is a ground term tETr,,, we set p(y):= 2, where c( is the 
interpretation of t in A; otherwise, X contains a variable y’ : s’, s’ < s; in this case we 
define p(y):=v(y’). As plx=v, we have p(I)=v(I)#v(r)=p(r). 
To prove the reverse direction assume that the algebra A does not satisfy the 
equation (V(Xu{y:s}))lzr, i.e. that there is some assignment p from Xu{ y : s) to 
A such that ,u(l)#p(r). We define the assignment v: X+A by v:= &, and have 
v(l)#v(r); therefore, A does not satisfy the equation (VX)lzr. 0 
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We have shown that both the initial C-Pd*-algebra and the initial Z-,4 “G *‘-algebra 
have the set of all ground terms as their carriers. If equations are absent, the 
overloaded and the nonoverloaded algebras induce the same notion of equality on the 
set of terms: 
We encounter quite a different situation if the set of equations is not empty, as shown 
by the following example (cf. [lo]). 
Example 2.29. Let C and E be defined by 
(S, 6)={s, <so, s2<scl}, 
Z={u: ‘So, b: +s1, c: ~S2,f:S1~So,f:S2-)So}, 
E=(u zb, azc]. 
Consider the following (2, E)-C”% --algebra A: 
&:={k a13 Q), 4, := {So, A,,:= (30, 
A”.S”.- 
II . 4 
E.S, ._ Ab .-a, c .-xx, A”.“‘._ Ay,S”:r~rl, A;2.s0: XHZ~. 
As the operator declarations ,f:s,+sO and f:sz +so are interpreted by different 
functions in A, the algebra A satisfies the equations (&?)a% b and (V@)azc, but not 
(V’J)f‘(b) =j’(c). 1 n an j 1 ‘t$ --algebra every operator symbol corresponds to exactly 
one function; so, every (Z, E)-. 1 ‘P$ --algebra satisfies the equation (V@)J(b) zj(c). 
Thus, we have E I=, , c f (VX)f(b)z:f(c), but not E kc r (VX)f’(b)z:J‘(c). 
The different notions of equality are reflected by different inference systems for the 
overloaded and the nonoverloaded case. 
Inference system 2.30. Let C be a signature and E be a set of C-equations. Using the 
following rules new equations can be derived from E. 
(El) Reflexivity: (VX)tat. 
(E2) Symmetry: (VX)tzt’ 
(vx)t’z:’ 
(E3) Transitivity: (VX)tzt’, (VX)t’zt” 
(VX)tzr” . 
(E4a) P^l“-Congruence: (VX)t, 2 t;,...,(vx)t,~t:, 
(V’x)f(tr ,..., t,) =f‘(t’r,..., tl) 
if ti, ticT,(X),, andf: s1 . . . . s,+so. 
(E4b) A’P?-l“-Congruence: (vX)t,~r;,...,(VX)r,~r:, 
(V’x)f(r1,..., r,)“f‘(r;,..., G) 
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if both ,f(ti, , r,) andf(t’, , . , r:,) are well-formed 
terms (i.e. if t,~T~(x),,,f‘: si . . .s,-+s,, and if 
r;~T~(x),;,f: s; . ..s.,+sb). 
(E5) Substitutivity: (VX )ar % or’ 
if (V Y)r z r’ is an element of the initial set of equa- 
tions E and if 0: Y+T,(X) is a substitution. 
If an equation (VX ) r z r’ can be derived from E using the rules (E l)-(E3), (E4a) and 
(E5), we write EF, f (VX)t z r’ or t ,i t’; if it can be derived using (El))(E3), (E4b) 
and(E5),thisisdenotedbyEt,,,(VX)rzr’orr~~r’. 
Given C, X and E, we define a 1-Q f ‘-algebra T,. E(X) (abbreviated by T) as follows: 
7;:= {[r] 1 &T,(X),). 
where [t] := (r’gTx(X) 1 Et--r I (VX)r z r’) denotes the equivalence class of r. For 
,f: !A’+& NJ’S1 . . . s, let the function Ty,” be defined by 
TW..‘: T,, x ... x T,,,+z f 
(Crll,...~ Cfnl)HC.f’(rlr...r f,)l 
for representatives ti,. . , t, such that tiETx(X),, 
It is easy to verify that T,,,(X) is in fact a C-C! y ‘-algebra. 
Theorem 2.31. Let C be a signature and E he a set qf’C-equations. Then the,follo\ving 
properties are equicalent: 
(i) Et(,, (VX)rzt’. 
(ii) Every (Z, E)-I’ I ‘-algebra A satisfies the equation (VX)tz t’. 
(iii) The l! y ‘-algebra TX, E(X) satisjes the equation (VX)r z r’. 
Proof. The (i)+(ii) part is proved by induction on the length k of the derivation of the 
equation (VX)r z r’. 
To prove that (ii) implies (iii) it is obviously sufficient to show that Tr.E(X) is 
a (Z, E)-algebra. Let (V Y)r z t’ be an equation in E and let 1’ be any assignment from 
Y to T,,.(X). We choose some substitution CJ: Y-+Tp(X) satisfying FEEL’ for all 
JF Y. Since (V Y)r = t’E E, according to rule (E5) the equation (VX )ar z m’ is derivable; 
so, by the definition of T,, E(X) we know that v(t)= [or] = [or’] = r(t’). 
To prove the direction from (iii) to (i) assume that Tz, E(X ) satisfies some equation 
(VX )t 2 t’, i.e. l’*(t) = v* (t’) holds for every assignment v from X to T,, E(X ). We choose 
v(x):=[x] for XEX and get [t] =v*(t)=v*(t’)=[t’]; so, by the definition of T,,,(X) 
the equation (VX)t zt’ must be derivable. 0 
The following theorem can now be proved as in the many-sorted case (e.g. as 
in [S]). 
Theorem 2.32. The c”f ‘-algebra Tz, E(X) is the.flee (C, E)-ICY ‘-algebra generated by X, 
i.e. for every (C, E)-FY“-algebra A and every assignment 1’: XS+ A there is exactly one 
PY ‘-homomorphism J: Tz. E(X)+ A such thut v(.x)=\;~( [.~]),for all XEX,. 
As a special case of the preceding theorem for X =8, we have the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 2.33. The Pf ‘-algebra Tc, E := Tz, &?r) 1s initial in the set of’ all overloaded 
(1, E)-algebras, i.e. ./or every’ (C, E)-C Y ‘-algebra A there is exactly one homomorphism 
h:T,,.+A. 
We shall now present the corresponding definitions and theorems for the nonover- 
loaded case [39]. In order not to make the notations more clumsy by using still more 
indices we sometimes use the same symbols as in the overloaded case. 
Definition 2.34. Let C be a signature, X a variable set and E a set of C-equations. The 
I-_.1 ‘6 Y ‘-algebra T,,,(X) (abbreviated by T) is defined as follows: 
T,:= {[t] I~ET~(X),), 
where [t]:= {~‘ET~(X) 1 E k, c I (VX)t z t’ ) denotes the equivalence class of t. 
For _fEZ let Df’ and Tf be defined by 
and 
D,T:= u T,, 
/:\V-S 
T, : D+C, 
([tr] ,..., [t,])~[,f’(tr ,..., t,I)] for representatives tr ,..., t,, such that 
~,ET~(X),~ andJ‘: s1 . ..s.-+s. 
Theorem 2.35. Let 1 be a signature and E be a set qf.Z-equations. Then the following 
properties are equivalent: 
(i) Et- , CI (VX)t*t’. 
(ii) Every (C, E )-6 1 ‘Pi ‘-algebra A satisjies the equation (VX )t 2 t’. 
(iii) The ~ I ‘C ^ I ‘-ulgebru TP.E(X) safisjies the equution (VX)t = t’. 
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Theorem 2.36. The ./1 “W --algebra Tz, E(X) is the?ee (C, E)-,VC’V-algebra generated 
by X, i.e. for every (Z, E)-, l”B+q-algebra A and every assignment v: X+A there is 
exactly one .l-‘PY ‘-homomorphism C: Tr, E(X)+A such that v(x) = F( [x])for all XEX,. 
Corollary 2.31. The I t ‘f S ‘-ulgebra T,. E := T,,&) is initial in the set of all nonover- 
loaded (C, E)-algebras. 
Note that it is in general undecidable whether the overloaded and the nonover- 
loaded semantics of a set of equations coincide. 
Theorem 2.38. Given an order-sorted specijcation (C, E) if is undecidable whether the 
relations ,g and E i agree. 
Proof. Consider a specification (C,, E,) over a sort set IsI } and two arbitrary ground 
terms t, t’ETIl. The problem to determine whether t and t’ are El-equal is in general 
undecidable [S]. We define a new specification (S, d, C, E) as follows: 
(S, <)={s,bs,, s26s,, Sj<SlJ), 
E = El u (u z b, t zj-(a), t’ zf(b)}. 
If (V@)tzt’ does not follow from El, we have EIfC, (V@)tzt’, but Et-,(,, (V@)tzt’; 
thus, ,i# E i. On the other hand, if t and t’ are El-equal, then ,$ and z $ 
are the same. Since El F (V@)t z t’ o 7: = F i, the equality of ,$ and E $ 
is undecidable. S 
2.5. Remarks 
A number of more or less different descriptions of order-sorted algebras have been 
presented in the literature. 
The definition of overloaded algebras that is used in this paper agrees mainly with 
[ 11, 13, 19,20,27,3 11. The algebras that Goguen et al. [ 16, 181 have described in some 
early papers are overloaded as well; however, in these papers homomorphisms are not 
families of functions but (as in the L 1”C’Y ‘-case) functions; note that this makes 
coherence unnecessary. An extension of the overloaded concept has been presented by 
Kreowski and Qian 1291. 
Our definition of nonoverloaded algebras is oriented chiefly towards [39]; however, 
we allow an operator symbol to have more than one arity. Similar descriptions can be 
found in [26, 35, 36, 371. In Gogolla’s papers [14, 151 and in Oberschelp’s “einfache 
mehrsortige Logik” (simple many-sorted logic) [33] operator symbols are interpreted 
by families of functions, but these can always be considered as restrictions of a single 
function; hence, these approaches must be regarded as nonoverloaded, too. Poigne 
[34] differs from the aforementioned authors in that he allows distinct sorts to have 
nondisjoint variable sets. 
Oberschelp’s “mehrsortige Logik mit mehrfacher Interpretation der Pradikate und 
Funktionszeichen” (many-sorted logic with multiple interpretation of predicates and 
function symbols) 1331 stands between the overloaded and nonoverloaded worlds. 
The name “regularity” is used in different ways in papers on order-sorted algebras. 
In papers dealing with, I ‘0 f ‘-algebras a signature (S, <,,?I) is in general called regular 
if and only if every term JET, has a least sort. This property proves to be very 
useful for computing unificators in both the overloaded and the nonoverloaded case, 
as demonstrated in Subsection 4.1. but it is neither necessary nor sufficient for the 
overloaded term algebra to be initial: regularity and c’ Y ‘-consistency do not imply 
each other. 
Example 2.39. The signature Z1 is strongly consistent, but not regular. 
The signature Z, is regular, but not consistent. 
In the overloaded world regularity often means a substantially stronger property, 
which we will call GJM-regularity to avoid misunderstanding. A signature (S, <, C) is 
called GJM-regular [16] if for every w ES*, so that f’: M’+S and M“‘<w, there exists 
a least bit’s’ satisfyingf’: M~‘+s’ and \v. <IV’. The GJM-regularity of a signature C implies 
the regularity of Z: its real importance is, however, that it implies the strong C Y .- 
consistency of C and, thus, the initiality of the overloaded term algebra. Indeed, 
regularity and strong consistency together are still weaker than GJM-regularity, such 
that, even if regularity is actually needed, GJM-regularity generally poses an unnec- 
essarily strong restriction. Note for instance that in this paper GJM-regularity is not 
needed at all and that the same is right for Ganzinger’s translation of order-sorted 
specifications to conditional many-sorted specifications [l 11. 
Example 2.40. The signature Z3 is both strongly consistent and regular, but not 
GJM-regular: 
(S,, <)= (s,<s, <so, .S,dS~dS~)-, 
z‘,= ((1: +.s3,,f’: sg+s(),,/‘:.s, +So,.f’:Sz+Sg). 
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Unlike GJM-regularity, consistency is semantically defined. This has the 
further advantage that it can be easily adapted to other types of order-sorted algebras 
(e.g. [lo, 33]), always yielding a sufficient criterion for the initiality of the term 
algebra. 
3. Rewriting 
3.1. Rewrite relations 
An equation (V Y)lzr is called a rewrite rule if we want to indicate that it should be 
used operationally in a specific direction. In order to express this notationally, we 
shall in general write (VY)/+r instead of (VY)lzr; if Y=Var(l)uVar(r), we may omit 
the variable set Y. (We do not restrict to rules where Var(r)EVar(/), following [6]). 
Nevertheless, rewrite rules can be used as undirected equations, e.g. if R is a set of 
rewrite rules, we can ignore their orientation and write r = it’; on the other hand, we 
may sometimes regard “ordinary” equations are rewrite rules. 
Definition 3.1. Let R be a set of rewrite rules. A term LET,(X) rewrites to ~‘ET~(X) 
with a rewrite rule (VY)/-+r in R at the position p~Pos(t) if the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(i) There exists a substitution c: Y+T,(X) such that al= t/p. 
(ii) t’= t[p+ar]. 
(iii) (a) In the overloaded case: there exists a sort SES such that t[p+(x: s)] is 
a well-formed term and al, orET,(X),. 
(b) In the nonoverloaded case: t’ is a well-formed term. 
We abbreviate this by t-R ’ or t 
c I -i, respectively. Sometimes we are also interest- ICI 
ed in the rule or in the position; in this case we write tdR x,bL-rr1 t’ or t ;R X,[p.l-*I t’. 
(The application of an equation (VY)ler to a term is’defined analogozs;y.) 
Certain axioms, such as commutativity, are in general not turned into rewrite rules 
since they would cause the rewrite relation not to terminate. Instead, the set of terms is 
partitioned into congruence classes modulo these equations, and one uses a rewrite 
relation on the congruence classes. 
Definition 3.2. The relation -$,E is defined by -x .-- X0 x0 = 
Cf FI 
R/E.- ;R FR 
CI Ii. 
Analogously, I(;‘& := z E” 0-R x0 = 
ICf 1c1 E”. 
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Rewriting using the relation -+slE has some serious disadvantages. It may be very 
inefficient to determine whether a term t can be reduced by +slE; the question may 
even be undecidable if the E-equivalence class of t is infinite. Thus, we now consider 
the weaker relation -i R. 
Definition 3.3. A term FETE rewrites to ~‘ET~(X) with a rewrite rule (VY)l+r in 
R at the position p modulo E if the following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) There exists a substitution 0: Y-+Tr(X) such that crl ,gr/p or al ; it/p, 
respectively. 
(ii) t’=t[ptor]. 
(iii) (a) In the overloaded case: there exist sorts s,s’~S such that t[pt(x: s)] and 
t[pt(x: s’)] are well-formed terms and t/p, alit,, and G-I, ar~T~(x),,. 
(b) In the nonoverloaded case: t[p-al] and t’ are well-formed terms. 
We abbreviate this by ‘7; Rf’ or t,;‘: Rt, respectively. 
We can easily prove by induction on the length of p that t implies 
CY 
$- [Psf+rl t’ 
t 7 fj t’; thus, we know that d;E ---+; RS X -R E C = iuE (analogously in 
the nonoverloaded case). Howe’ver, we’ kncounter’a crucial difference between un- 
sorted (or many-sorted) and order-sorted rewriting. As demonstrated by Smolka et al. 
[39], given an order-sorted rewrite system R the relations = i and Ai are no longer 
guaranteed to be equal. 
Example 3.4. 
R = {a-+c, h+c) 
In the overloaded as well as in the nonoverloaded case ,f(u) = i,f(h) holds, but not 
,f(~)A$,f(h). Asf(c) is not a well-formed term, there cannot exist a &,-derivation of 
this equation. Note that R is even confluent. 
3.2. Sort-Li~creusingrzess 
Definition 3.5. A rewrite rule (VY)I+r is called sort-decreasing if for all sorts SES and 
all substitutions C: Y+T,(X) we have 
O/ET,(X), + crr~T~(X),. 
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An equation (V Y)l zz r is called sort-preserving if for all sorts SGS and all substitutions 
CJ: Y-+T,(X) we have 
O/ET,(X), 0 oxTZ(X),. 
A sort-decreasing rule may be applied to a term t whenever its left-hand side 
matches with a subterm oft since both the conditions (iii)(a) and (iii)(b) in Definition 
3.1 are trivially satisfied. Besides if tET,(X), rewrites to t’ with a sort-decreasing rule, 
then t’ is in T,(X), as well. 
Lemma 3.6. Let X be a variable set containing at least one variable of every sort. Let 
Q be a subset of T,(X) suclz that for every spectrum M~spctr~“~ there is a term tgQ 
satisfying M = spctr(t). Then the following two properties are equivalent: 
(i) The rewrite rule (V Y)l+r is sort-decreasing. 
(ii) For all substitutions o: Var(l)uVar(r)+Q we have spctr(al)Gspctr(or). 
Proof. Let V=Var(l)uVar(r). We first prove that (i) implies (ii). Suppose that 
O: V-Q is a substitution and that the sort s is contained in spctr(a1). This implies 
CJ~ET~(X), and, as the rewrite rule (VY)l+r is sort-decreasing, we get sespctr(ar). 
To prove the reverse direction assume that o’l~T,(x), for an arbitrary substitution 
0’: Y+T,(X) and a sort SES. Now choose a substitution C: J’-Q such that 
spctr(ax)=spctr(a’x) for every variable .XE V. By induction on the term structure it 
can be proved that spctr(at)=spctr(a’t) for all terms tET,( V); so, we have sEspctr(a’1) 
if and only if sEspctr(o1). By property (ii) this implies sEspctr(ar); thus, sespctr(o’r) 
and cr’reT,(X),. 0 
Theorem 3.1. For.finite signatures the sort-decreasingness of a rewrite rule is decidable. 
Proof. If the signature (S, <, C) is finite, we can compute a finite set Q c T,(X ) having 
the property described above according to Lemma 2.5. As there are only finitely many 
substitutions 0: Var(l)uVar(r)+Q, sort-decreasingness is decidable. 0 
Corollary 3.8. For finite signatures the sort-preservingness of an equation is decidable. 
Proof. As in Lemma 3.6 we show that (VY)l zr is sort-preserving if and only if 
spctr(al)=spctr(gr) holds for every substitution CJ: Var(l)uVar(r)+Q. (The set Q is 
chosen as in Theorem 3.7.) 0 
Lemma 3.9. Let R be a set of sort-decreasing rules. Then the overloaded and the 
nonoverloaded rewrite relutions coincide, i.e. we have t -it’ if and only tft-$ t’. 
CI ,I C$ 
Proof. If every rule in R is sort-decreasing, both the conditions (iii) (a) and (iii)(b) in 
Definition 3.1 are trivially satisfied. 0 
Lemma 3.10. Let E be u set qf sort-preserving equations. Then E induces in the 
overloaded and in the nonoverloaded case the same notion qf equality on T,(X); we have 
t (I g t’ [f and only if t z it’. 
Proof. First we show that in the overloaded as well as in the nonoverloaded case 
E F t z t’ implies spctr(t) = spctr(t’). This is easily proved by induction on the length of 
the derivation. For the rules (El)-(E3) it is trivial; for rule (E4a) or (E4b) it follows 
from the recursion formula to compute spctr(,f (tl, . , t,)); for rule (E5) it results from 
the sort-preservingness of the equations in E. 
Now we consider the two rules (E4a) and (E4b) once more. Since all equations 
(VX)tiz t; have the property that spctr(t,)=spctr(t;), the additional conditions of 
rule (E4a) and (E4b) are equivalent. Both inference rules coincide; hence, -’ 
equals z i. 0 
FE 
Corollary 3.11. Let R be a set qf sort-decreasing rules and E he a set of sort-preserciny 
equations. Then y&, equals - 
x X 
f c I R.‘E 
and 7: R equals - ,(ff E R’ 
Provided that the conditions of the above lemmas are fulfilled, we can omit the 
indices 6 I and I t ‘I’ S. at the relations + i, -+i,R, -+i,, and = g. However, this is 
not correct for the relations = i and = iuE, as the following example demonstrates. 
Example 3.12. Let C and R be defined by 
We have .f(b) y $.f (c), but not f(b) 7 $f(c). Note that all rules in R are sort- 
decreasing. 
Finally it should be mentioned explicitly that even now all 6 I ‘-relations are only 
defined for coherent and strongly consistent signatures. 
3.3. Confluence and Church- Rosser property> 
From now on we consider only sort-decreasing rewrite rules; moreover, we assume 
that all equations from E are sort-preserving. 
Definition 3.13. A rewrite system (R, E) is said to be ChurchkRosser modulo E, if the 
relations = iuE and zi:E. = f’,z&, agree. 
Definition 3.14. A rewrite system (R, E) is said to be confluent modulo E if the relation 
*x 
tR/$+;.‘E is included in 5;,,0 = ~o~-f,,. 
Theorem 3.15. Let R be a set of sort-decreasing rules and E a set of sort-preserving 
equations. The rewrite spstem (R, E) has the Church-Rosser property modulo E if and 
only ifit is conjuent modulo E. 
Proof. Since t + &, t’ implies t = i uE t’ it suffices to show that the Church-Rosser , 
property follows from confluence; this can be proved by induction on the length of the 
derivation of t = ’ RuE t’ according to Inference system 2.30. 0 
Corollary 3.16. For a set E of sort-preserving equations the two relations = i and 
A,” agree. 
Proof. Let E-’ be defined by E-‘:=((VY)rzll(VY)lzrEE}. Now let R denote 
EuE - ‘, then (R, 0) is a confluent rewrite system and tl =s t2 implies 
t1 =::“cgZ. By Theorem 3.15 there are terms fL), taETlr(X) such that t,3: @t3 
=$ t4 z& t2; this implies tl 3: t3 = t,Li t2 and, thus, tl Ag tZ. The proof of the 
reverse direction is trivial. 0 
Corollary 3.17. Let R be a set qf sort-decreasing rules and let E be a set of sort- 
preserving equations such that (R, E) is confluent modulo E. Then the following proper- 
ties are equivalent: 
6) tl =iuEb. 
or 
(ii) tl 5 iuEt2. 
(iii) There are t;, t;ETI(X) such that tl 5 
(I ;,Ef; ,;G+:,,t*. 
(iv) tl = ’ ,cI RuEt2. 
(VI t1$+ j:“EfZ. 
(vi) There are t;, t;ETz(X) such that t , c ~ R,E 1 , c I E z&i/, t2. 1$+x t’ =Xf 
Proof. Obviously, (ii) implies (i) and (v) implies (iv). Since = i = Ai, we know that 
X *x 
-R,EzttRvE; so, (iii) implies (ii) and (vi) implies (v). By Theorem 3.15 the properties 
(i) and (iii) and the properties (iv) and (vi) are equivalent; finally, the equivalence of (iii) 
and (vi) follows from ~i=zi and 7 i= = I. 0 
, CI 
In the following definitions ;‘A replaces R or E\R or R/E. 
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Definition 3.18. We say that the rewrite relation -s terminates if there is no infinite 
sequence (fl,t2,...) where ti~~ti+l. 
Definition 3.19. A term t is called irreducible under -2 if there is no term t’ satisfying 
t+,$ t’; we also say that t is in &‘-normal form. A term t has the g-normal form t’ if 
r -%s t’ holds and t’ is irreducible under .%‘. 
If the rewrite relation -s terminates, every term JET, has at least one &?- 
normal form. 
Definition 3.20. A rewrite system (R, E) is called (E\R)-Church-Rosser modulo E if 
the relations=ivE and 3: R~f2;iszi,R agree. 
As in the unsorted case, we can define the global and local confluence and 
coherence of the relation +’ E R (see [25] for details). The relations between these 
properties are expressed in the following theorem [13]. 
Theorem 3.21. Let R be a set qf’ sort-decreasing rules and let E be a set of sort- 
preserving equations. Provided that the relation -+&E terminates, thefollowing proper- 
ties are equivalent: 
(i) (R, E) is (E \% R)-Church-Rosser modulo E. 
*x *x *x *x (ii) The relations wRuE and jE R 0 -E 0 tE R agree. 
(iii) The relation -: R is confluent modulo E and coherent modulo E. 
(iv) The relation -i R is locally coqfluent modulo E with respect to R and locally 
coherent modulo E. 
(v) For all terms t, t’ETc(X) we have tAiUE t ’ if and only $‘there are normal forms 
tNt3 ht oft and t’ with respect to -I R such that tNFf2;g thF. 
Proof. As in Jouannaud’s and Kirchner’s unsorted version of this theorem [25], the 
proof consists of the implications (i)*(ii)*(iii)=>(iv)+(v)-(i). Two minor differences 
from the unsorted version are due to the fact that in order-sorted rewriting the 
relations =:uEand AivE do not necessarily agree. In the first place, property (i) and 
property (ii) do no longer collapse. Secondly, the proof of the (v)=(i) part requires 
now a simple induction on the length of the derivation of t= GvE t’ 
according to Inference system 2.30. C 
3.4. Remarks 
Condition (iii)(a) of Definition 3.3 seems to be rather complicated. Several authors 
have presented apparently easier approaches. 
For instance one might replace (iii)(a) by one of the following three properties: 
(iii) (a)’ There exists a sort SES such that t [p+(x : s)] is a well-formed term and 
01, crrcTr(X),. 
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(iii) (a)” There exists a sort SES such that t[pc(x : s)] is a well-formed term and 
t/p, a=T,(X),. 
(iii) (a)“’ There exists a sort SES such that t [p-(x : s)] is a well-formed term and 
UP, 4 grit,,. 
Replacing (iii)(a) by (iii)(a)‘, however, renders the relation ~f$, R unsound. 
Example 3.22. 
6% G)={s,dscI, szdscJ}, 
C={a: +sl, 6: +s2, c: +s2, f:sl+sO, f:s2+so}, 
E=(azbb), 
R = jbw}. 
We have f(a) :$ J(C), but f(a) F tUEf(c) does not hold. 
If (iii)(a) is replaced by (iii)(a)“, the relation yiSSR is sound, but + &R is no CI 
longer included in Ff..E. 
Example 3.23. 
(ST G)={s, <so), 
C=(a: +si, b: -+sl, c: -‘so, f:sl-+so}, 
E={azc}, 
R={c+b). 
We have f(a): El d(b), but f(a) rtiEf(b) does not hold. 
It is less problematic to replace (iii)(a) by (iii)(a)“‘. This condition is even stronger 
X than (iii)(a); so, we have :ES,R GZ$, c r zvE. A drawback of this approach, 
however, is that the definition of compatibility becomes more complicated. 
The decidability of the sort-decreasingness property was already stated in [39, 361. 
The criterion mentioned in [39], however, is only correct for regular signatures. In 
general, it is not sufficient to check all specializations in order to decide whether 
a rewrite rule is sort-decreasing or not. 
Example 3.24. 
(S, <I= (s1 <so, SZGSO}, 
C=(a: +so, a: +sl, a: +s2, 6: -‘so, ~:s~s~-‘s~, f:sls2-+s1}, 
R={(V{x:so>)f(x,x)+b}. 
As spctr(.f(a, a))= {so, s1 ) $ {so l= spctr(h), the rewrite rule in R is not sort-decreas- 
ing. On the other hand, we have spctr(f(xO:sO,xO:sO))=spctr(f(x, :si, x, :s,))= 
spctr(f(x, :s2,xz:s2))= {sOJ =spctr(h): hence, spctr(af(x:s,,x:~~))Cspctr(ob) 
holds for every specialization 0. and R satisfies the criterion from [39]. 
The criterion that was given in [36] depends on the assumption that for every SES 
and teT,(X) the set of substitutions 0:X +Tr( Y) satisfying &cT,( Y),$ has a finite 
subset that is complete with respect to the subsumption ordering. The following 
example contradicts this assumption. 
Example 3.25. 
(S, <)=(s2<.s1, SidSl, s,<.so), 
E=(u: +so, a: js2, u: -+s;, y:s,s,+s,, 
f: so-+.s(), ,f‘: .s+.s2, f: s’2 +s;, y: s2s;+s1 1. 
Let r:=y(.x:s,,.u:.sl) and .s:=si. For n>O we define the substitution on by 
on:= ix: .sl ++f”(u)); then c,rETz( Y),, holds for every n30. The set of all on is 
complete and minimal, yet infinite. So, there cannot exist a finite and complete set of 
substitutions H such that OrETr( Y),, 
Theorems 3.15 and 3.2 1 remain valid if we dispense with sort-decreasingness and 
sort-preservingness and only require that rules and equations be compatible. Intuit- 
ively, compatibility means that whenever a rewrite rule may be applied to a term r, this 
application is also possible if r is a subterm of some larger term. 
Definition 3.26. A rewrite rule (V Y)I+r is called Coy “-compatible if for every term 
rET,(X) we have: If there is a substitution 0: Y+TZ(X) and a position pGPos(r) and if 
crl= r/p, then there exists a sort SES such that r[pt(x:s)] is a well-formed term and 
both ol and or are in T,(X),. 
A set E of equations is called L’ f ‘-compatible if for every term rET,(X) we have: If 
there is a term r’ and a position pePos(r) and if r/p r g r’, then there exists a sort SES 
such that r[pt(.u:s)] is a well-formed term and both r/p and r’ are in T,(X),. 
Definition 3.27. A rewrite rule (V Y)1 +r is called I 1 ‘PY ‘-compatible if for every term 
rETI we have: If there is a substitution 0: Y+T,(X) and a position pEPos(r) and if 
ol= rip, then r[p+gr] is a well-formed term. 
An equation (VY)Iz r is called , I ‘C’d ‘-compatible if both the rules (V Y)l+r and 
(V Y)r+l are c 1 ‘Cc Y ‘-compatible. 
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As proved in [42] the ( $~‘P%“-compatibility of a rewrite rule is decidable; besides 
Smolka et al. [39] have demonstrated that it is easy to make a signature _,+“P’:?- 
compatible by construction (add declarations f: T.. T+T for a new, greatest 
sort T). 
The following example shows that in the overloaded case the weaker notion of 
.t “P^l“-compatibility is not sufficient for Theorem 3.15 to hold. 
Example 3.28. 
R = ja-+c, b+c}. 
The set R is c 1 ‘Py‘-compatible and confluent. Now we havef(a) F {f(b), but not 
.f‘(a) * tf(b). As f(a) and f(c) are not R-equal, there cannot exist an overloaded 
+% t-derivation for this equation. 
4. Completion 
4.1. Unification and regulurit!~ 
From now on we always assume that (S, <,C) is a signature such that there is 
a ground term JET,,, for every sort SES. 
Definition 4.1. Let t, ~‘ET~(X). We say that a substitution CJ : X+Tz( Y) is a unifier of 
t and r’ if at = at’ holds. A substitution C: X+T,( Y) is called an E-unifier of t and t’ if 
ot=.ot’ holds. The set of all unifiers of t and t’ is denoted by SU(t, t’); SU,(t, t’) 
represents the set of all E-unifiers of t and t’. 
Definition 4.2. Let ~,~‘ET~(X). A subset UESU(~, t’) is called complete if for every 
unifier a’:X-+T_( Y’) there exists a o:X+T,( Y) from U and a substitution 
8 : Y+T,( Y’) such that CJ’ = fI 0 0. Analogously, a subset U c SU,(t, t’) is called com- 
plete if for every E-unifier B’: X-+T,( Y’) there exists a o:X+T,( Y) from U and 
a substitution 8: Y+T,( Y’) such that CT’=~&C, i.e. o’x=~~(cx) for each XEX. 
Definition 4.3. A complete set U of unifiers or E-unifiers of t and t’ is said to be 
minimal if it does not contain two distinct substitutions CJ, CJ’ so that c’= 0 0 o or 
g’ =E H 1 C, respectively, for some substitution 8. 
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A complete set of unifiers is called a CSU, a minimal and complete set of unifiers is 
called a PCSU. 
Overloaded and nonoverloaded semantics do not differ with respect to unification 
if we consider syntactical unification or unification with respect to a set of sort- 
preserving equations. On the other hand, if E contains an equation that is not 
sort-preserving, it may e.g. happen that overloaded E-unification is unitary and 
nonoverloaded E-unification is infinitary. 
Unification in order-sorted signatures differs substantially from many-sorted unifi- 
cation. Even if the signature is finite and if we consider only syntactical unification (i.e. 
unification with respect to the empty set of equations), a minimal complete set of 
unifiers may be infinite, as demonstrated by the following example. 
Example 4.4. 
Consider the terms x : s1 and x’ : s’, . For each ~EN we define the substitution a, by 
CJ,, := {x : sl~f”(a), x’: s;~f‘“(a))-. Every on is a unifier of x and x’ and the set of all 
G,, is complete and mimimal, yet infinite. Since for any two minimal complete sets of 
unifiers U1 and U, there is a bijection from U1 to U2, the two terms x and x’ cannot 
have a finite PCSU. 
In order to avoid the problems arising from infinite pCSUs, it is useful to restrict the 
class of signatures to be considered. 
Definition 4.5. A signature Z is called regular if every term ~ET~( V) has a least sort, 
which is denoted by LS(t), i.e. if every M ~spctr~ u V has a smallest element. (We assume 
that V contains at least one variable of every sort.) 
Since spctr,,V is finite and computable, the regularity of a finite signature is 
decidable (cf. [37]). In regular signatures for every term tgT,( Y) there is a variable 
XE Y’ such that spctr(x) = spctr(r); similarly, for every substitution G : X+Tp( Y) there 
is a specialization 8: X+ Y’ such that spctr(at)= spctr(&) for every tots. The 
subsequent theorem originating from Schmidt-Schaub 1351 is an important conse- 
quence of this fact. 
Theorem 4.6. If (S, <, 2) is ajinite regular signature, then,for any two terms.from T,(X ) 
a$nite CSU is &ectively computable. 
4.2. Critical paiss 
We introduce the following conventions. In the rest of this section (S, <,I) is 
always a finite and regular signature such that for every sort SES there is at least one 
ground term ~ET~.,~. (By Lemma 2.28 this implies that the variable set may be omitted 
in the notation of applications of rules and equations.) We consider only sort- 
decreasing rewrite rules 1-r such that Var(r)c Var(l) and such that I is not a variable. 
The set E consists of sort-preserving C-equations t z t’ such that t and t’ contain the 
same variables; neither t nor t’ is a variable, and the strict subterm ordering modulo 
E is noetherian. In order to simplify notation we may assume without loss of 
generality that E is symmetrical. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all considerations 
are valid in both the overloaded and the nonoverloaded case. 
The notion of E-critical pairs was introduced by Jouannaud. The following lemma 
originates from [24]. 
Definition 4.7. Let (VX)y-+d and (VX)/ +Y be two rewrite rules such that Var(y) and 
Var(l) are disjoint and let p be a position in y such that g/p is not a variable. If Cr is 
a complete set of E-unifiers of y/p and 1, we call the set 
a complete set of E-critical pairs of the rule ~1 -+d with the rule l+r at the position p. 
(Analogously for an equation (VX)gzd and a rewrite rule (VX)I+r.) 
Lemma 4.8. Let t, tl, t2ET1( Y) and let (VX)~g+d and (VX)I+r he two rules in R such 
that Var(s)nVar(/)=O d t1 +!$“+“‘t +pi’+“‘tZ, where p~Pos(g) and g/p#X. 
Besides, let C he II complete set of’E-critical pairs of‘the rule y+d bvith the rule l+r at the 
position p. Then there is a pair (ql. qz)~C und u substitution f1 such that t,/oa,Hq, 
and t,lo AEHq2. (Analogou.sl~~,fiv un equation (VX)y z d und N rewrite rule (VX)l+r.) 
4.3. A completion procedure 
A sort-decreasing term rewrite system is called complete if it terminates and has the 
Church-Rosser property (or (E\,R)-Church-Rosser property). Completion is the 
transformation of a set of equations into an equivalent complete rewrite system. The 
first completion algorithm was presented by Knuth and Bendix [28]. The idea that 
the classical completion method can also be used for order-sorted specifications, 
provided that all generated rules are sort-decreasing, is due to Gnaedig et al. [13]. 
Definition 4.9. A strict ordering > on T,(X) is a reduction ordering if it fulfils the 
following conditions: 
(i) > is a noetherian ordering. 
(ii) t, > t2 implies ot, >af, for all terms tl, t2 and all substitutions 0’. 
(iii) Given terms t, t, and t2 from T,(X) such that p is a position of t and that 
t[p-tI] and t[p+tz] are well-formed terms, t, > t2 implies t[pttI] > t[pttz]. 
Definition 4.10. We say that a reduction ordering > on T,(X) is compatible with E if 
t;=Et,>t2=Ef; implies t;>t;. 
Reduction orderings have the following fundamental property. A rewrite relation 
-+R is terminating if and only if R is contained in some reduction ordering >, i.e. if 
and only if 1 >r holds for all rules l-+r in R. Analogously, a rewrite relation +RIE is 
terminating if and only if R is contained in a reduction ordering that is compatible 
with E [2]. In the rest of this section we always assume that > is a reduction ordering 
on T,(X) that is compatible with E. 
The completion procedure is described as an inference system, where starting with 
a set of equations G,, and a set of rules R. new pairs (Gi, Ri) are inferred such that the 
relation = C,UR vE remains invariant. It is necessary that all rules l+r in R, are 
sort-decreasing and satisfy />r; often, R,, will be empty. 
Inference system 4.11. 
(Cl) Orienting an equation: 
(C2) Adding an equation: 
(C3) Simplifying an equation: 
(C4) Deleting an equation: 
(C5) Simplifying the right side: 
(C6) Simplifying the left side: 
Gu(lzr}, R 
G, Rujl-+r) 
if the rule l+r is sort-decreasing and l>r. 
G, R 
Gu[lzrl_. R 
Gu(lzr). R 
Gu{qzr1, R 
Gu(lzri, R 
G, R 
if lA,r. 
G, Ru(l+r) 
G, Ru(l+q) 
G, Ru{l+r} 
Gujqzr), R 
if l-+,.,q at a position p #E or if 1 -So q using 
a rule l’-+r’ so that 1 and 1’ are not equal up to 
renaming of variables. 
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To simplify notation we write only one of the possible orientations of an equation 
I z r. However, all inference rules are also valid for the inverse equation r z 1. Note that 
all the rewrite rules generated are sort-decreasing. 
The limit of a derivation sequence (G,, R,), (G,, RI),... is the pair (G,, R,), where 
G, I= Uir)j~iGj and R, := Utr)j>t Rj d enote the sets of persisting rules and persist- 
ing equations. By convention the index i ranges from 0 to at if the derivation is finite 
and has the length n; otherwise, i ranges from 0 to x. 
The Inference system 4.11 is only a part of the completion algorithm that we want 
to describe. In fact, a sequence (G,,R,), (G,,R,),... does not yield necessarily 
a complete term rewrite system; so, we need a fairness criterion to select suitable 
derivations (see [l] for details). As in the unsorted case, every fair derivation yields 
a complete term rewrite system. Most parts of the proof of this statement can be 
carried out as in Bachmair’s unsorted version. The differences are explained in the 
sequel. 
A proof P for an equation t z t’ over Gu Ru E is a sequence (t L,. . , tk) such that t = t 1 
andt’=t,andfor 1~i~keitherti_,tt,tiorti_,-,.tiorti_ltRtiorti_lttEtiholds. 
As in [ 11, we define an ordering > c on proofs that is well-founded and monotonic 
with respect to the proof structure, with respect to the term structure and with respect 
to instantiation. 
Each application of an inference rule is reflected by transformations of proofs. If 
(G’, R’) is obtained by an application of one of the inference rules (Cl))(C6) to (G, R), 
then the generated congruences =GvRvE and =C,vR,vF: are the same. Unlike in the 
unsorted case, however, the relations ATfcvRvE and kGrvRrvE are not necessarily 
equal; the same holds for =GvRvE and AGVRVE. We can merely show that ACuRvE 
is a subset of f2;C.vRSLE. 
Lemma 4.12. Let (GO, R,), (G,, RI),... be a deritlation according to Inference sys- 
tem 4.11 and let P be a proof oft 1 z tk in GiuRiuE. Zf j>i and if P is not a proof in 
GjURju E. then there exists a proqf Q qf t I ~tk in GjURjuE satisfying P> CQ. 
Noetherian induction on >c yields the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.13. Let (GO, R,), (G,, R,), . be a deritlation according to Inference system 
4.11. Then .for every proof P of t 1 z tk in GiuRiuE there is a proof Q of tl z tk in 
G,,uR,uE such that P3cQ. 
Lemma 4.14. Lf G and G’ are tu’o sets of Z-equations and 1 7 Gs r holds for every 
equation 1 z r in G, then 7 o c 7 o, Analogously, $1 E Gz r holds for every equation 
1 zr in G, then = o c = GS. 
ICI I Cl 
Proof. By induction on Inference system 2.30. 0 
Using the two preceding lemmas we can prove now Lemma 4.15. 
Lemma 4.15. Let (GO, Ro), (G, , RI ), . . . he a derivation ~~e~ordil~~ to Inference sys- 
tem 4.1 I. Then the relations = G,vR,vE and =G, vR, ,,E ayrre,for every i. 
Theorem 4.16. !f‘ (GO, R,), (G,, R,), . . . is a fair derivation according to Inference 
system 4.11, then R S is a complete term rewrite system. 
Proof. Bachmair’s unsorted proof (by induction on the proof ordering >cf [I] can be 
used as well for order-sorted completion. Note, however, that it does not yield the 
equality of =RVE and S,.,,,uAE?&?I-E\R, but only (i;RVE=AE:,,R 2AE~tliE,~R. We 
need Theorem 3.21 to see that these two properties are indeed equivalent. 17 
4.4. Ouerloaded versus nonoverloude~i ~t)in~Letio~~ 
The Cnaedig-Kirchner--Kirchner completion procedure described above may be 
used in both the overloaded and the nonoverloaded case. Indeed, we can prove that 
every overloaded completion procedure has this property. 
Theorem 4.17. IJ‘G and G’ are two sets ~~~-equatio~.~ and p G = r Gf holds, then we 
have also z G= 7 c,. 
Proof. Suppose that r G = /r (;.. Then I z cs r holds for each equation IzrEG. 
Comparing rules (E4a) and (E4b) from Inference system 2.30 we see that 
z G’C z G’i hence, we have I :,: G. r for each /zreG. This implies 
z Gc- 7 G’, By symmetry we obtain E F.~ r c; thus, z G and z G’ are 
equal. 0 
Corollary 4.18. Every overloaded co~n~letj~n procedure may he used as a nonoverloaded 
completion procedure. if u set of equations can he completed using an overloaded 
completion procedure, then its PY --semantics and its / Vf$“-semantics agree. 
Proof. Suppose that an overloaded completion procedure is applied to a set Go of 
equations and a set RO of sort-decreasing and reductive rules and returns the complete 
rewrite system R, . Since 
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we have by Theorem 4.17 and Corollary 3.11 
thus, r G,,vR,,vE equa1s 1(1 G,,u R,>uE’ 0 
However, there is no corresponding theorem for nonoverloaded completion algo- 
rithms. In the following example we show that there are specifications that can be 
completed in the nonoverloaded, but not in the overloaded world. 
Example 4.19. Let C be defined by 
Consider the set of equations G= {u z h, azJ(a), czf(b)) and the complete term 
rewrite system R = (a+~, b+c, f(c)-fc}. It is easy to prove that 1 z R r holds for all 
IzrGG and that 1~ cr holds for all I+rER; thus, ; c= !,I R. If we replace 
inference rule (C2) by 
(C2)’ Adding an equation 
G, R 
Gu[lzr}, R if ’ z GvRd 
(which is correct only for the ..t ‘F Y ‘-case and, of course, totally impractical), we can, in 
fact, complete G and obtain R. 
Now consider the following (C, G)-cc $ ‘-algebra A : 
Aso:={r, cd, cd’), A,,:=(~,cc’], A,, := [a, r’ f, A,, := {x}> 
A”.“’ :=,x’ 0 AEdS2:=,‘, c , 
A”.“’ := a 
The algebra A does not satisfy the equation a z c; hence, 7 c # 7 R. 
Assume that there is a complete term rewrite system R’ inducing the same equality 
as G. Since u and b and G-equal, there must be some term t such that u?R, f CR, b. 
The signature C is regular and we have LS(u)=s, and LS(b)=s,; as R’ is sort- 
decreasing, spctr(t) must contain both s1 and s2, i.e. LS(t) = s3. Obviously, t cannot be 
a variable; so, t must be equal to c, which is the only nonvariable term having the least 
sort sj. This, however, is impossible because a and c are not G-W--equal. Thus, 
G cannot be completed using an overloaded completion procedure. 
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4.5. Rrmurks 
The completion procedure that has been presented in this section differs from an 
unsorted algorithm in only two places. 
In the first place there is a difference with respect to the computation of critical 
pairs. In general, unification in an order-sorted signature is much less efficient than in 
the unsorted case. The restriction to regular signatures (so that unification is at least 
finitary) does not pose many problems; however, even in regular signatures ,nCSUs 
may become quite large, producing a considerable number of critical pairs. Besides, 
the unifiability problem for regular signatures is NP-complete [39]. Conditions for 
unitary unifiability [31, 411 are unfortunately seldom satisfied in practical cases. 
The second difference is the demand for sort-decreasingness. It would be advan- 
tageous if we could content ourselves with the compatibility of the rewrite rules since 
it is easy to make a signature compatible by construction [39], but compatibility is 
not sufficient to prove Theorem 4.16 (it is no longer possible to eliminate variable 
overlaps). Sort-decreasingness, however. constitutes a considerable restriction for 
many applications. Moreover, the problem to decide whether a rewrite rule is not 
sort-decreasing is also NP complete, even for signatures with only two sorts s<s’. 
(This can be proved by reduction of the MONOTONE 3~4~ problem [12, 231 to non- 
sort-decreasingness.) 
5. Conclusion 
We have demonstrated which restrictions are necessary for order-sorted equational 
logic, rewriting, unification and completion. In particular, we have shown that 
overloaded and nonoverloaded semantics sometimes differ substantially. Whereas 
conditions such as strong consistency and coherence are necessary for overloaded 
equational logic, in the nonoverloaded world we can get along without any additional 
prerequisites. (The well-known problem that terms like pop( pop(push( push(s, x), y))) 
may be semantically meaningful but syntactically ill-formed can usually be avoided by 
using error supersorts [14, 391.) 
Some severe restrictions, however, become necessary for completion, i.e. for the 
transformation of an equational specification into an efficient decision procedure. 
The translation of order-sorted specifications into conditional many-sorted speci- 
fications that Ganzinger proposed [l 11 might be a way to overcome these problems. 
Here it is sometimes possible to create complete systems containing non-sort-decreas- 
ing rules, but unfortunately the translation considerably increases the size of a speci- 
fication. Perhaps the advantages of the purely order-sorted and of the conditional 
many-sorted method could be combined using a partial translation. 
Several authors have proposed avoiding the disadvantages of order-sorted re- 
writing by using another kind of typing [7, 30. 441. The order-sorted logics that we 
have considered in this paper have a syntactic sort theory. Using syntactic sorts, the 
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sorts are not closed under equality, i.e. two terms may be equal with respect to some 
equational theory E, but nevertheless have different, even disjoint, spectra. In a seman- 
tic sort theory there is an axiom like t : s, t - t’=st’ : s. This eliminates the need for 
compatibility or sort-decreasingness and also the problem of semantically meaningful 
but syntactically ill-formed terms, but raises a new problem. It is not longer decidable, 
whether a term r has a sort s, whether a term is an instance of another term, or whether 
a rule or equation may be applied to a term. 
A third possibility, proposed by Comon [S], is to use an unsorted calculus (without 
imposing a well-typedness condition) with containment predicates tEs as constraints. 
A great advantage of this method is that deciding the solvability of such a constraint is 
often much easier than actually solving it and that the expensive computation of 
minimal complete sets of order-sorted unifiers can often be avoided. 
A comparison of the expressiveness and computational power of these extensions 
might be an interesting topic for future research. 
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